CITY OF TENNESSEE RIDGE REGULAR COUNCIL MEETING
April 2, 2018

City Hall

6:00 P.M.

Mayor Odom opened the meeting with the following commissioners present: Bryan Bumpus,
Kim Phillips and Rebecca Hill. Also present were Woodrow Adams, Nancy Cobb, Kenneth Dunavant, Sid
Vinson and Seth Rye.
Motion by Kim Phillips, second by Rebecca Hill to accept the minutes of the previous meeting.
Vote 4 Yes. Motion Passed.
Motion by Bryan Bumpus, second by Kim Phillips to approve Ordinance #2018-203 for the
landscaping of city hall. Vote 4 Yes. Motion Passed.
Motion by Kim Phillips, second by Bryan Bumpus to amend the sewer treatment line item
budget in the amount of $21,000.00. Vote 4 Yes. Motion Passed. (Due to exorbitant amount of rainfall)
Motion by Bryan Bumpus, second by Rebecca Hill to amend the budget in the amount of
$5,061.87 for generator maintenance. Vote 4 Yes. Motion Passed.
Phillip Barletto of the Red Cross advised the board concerning the use of the safe room for the
Tennessee Ridge in case of a disaster. The board will vote on an agreement with the Red Cross after
Attorney Vinson checks the grant and gets a resolution to the board for the next meeting.
Mr. Amp Schmidt states that he received a letter from the Houston County Assessors office
stating that his home is in the city limits of Tennessee Ridge. The board will look into this matter as to
whether Mr. Schmidt is in or out of the city limits and what is the recourse that should be taken in this
matter. We will try to set up a meeting with Annette Haneline of the Election Office to see how it was
determined that Amp Schmidt is now in the city limits.
Kenneth Dunavant updated the board on the issues of the tornado warning system for the City
of Tennessee Ridge. This issue will be looked into further about how to keep the sirens in working order
and radio transmitted.
Mrs. Rebecca Hill stated to the board that she would not be running for re-election in 2018. She
stated that she has enjoyed serving on the board and we in turn where proud to have her serve the City
of Tennessee Ridge.
Motion by Bryan Bumpus, second by Kim Phillips to adjourn.

__________________________
Stony Odom, Mayor
_____________________________________
Woodrow Adams, Recorder

